
MINI – ELECTRONIC A

   

MAZZER Mini Electronic Silver/ Alluminio M03-FMIEB1D0EDOA

ITEM:MODEL:

Produces consistent coffee grinds 
for any purpose - the ideal choice for 
small restaurants, offices, or the 
espresso enthusiast's home.

- 64 mm Commercial Grade Steel Burrs

- Updated Interface design

- Portafilter holder that can double 
   as a tamping stand

- Micrometric adjustor for infinite 
  grind settings

- 2 programmable timed dose amounts
   and a manual mode

- shot counter

- Heavy-duty Motor + Grinding Burrs

- Stepless Grind Settings

- Compact Coffee Bean Hopper

- Grinds catching tray

Built to last with only 
top-quality materials

The Mini Electronic grinder-doser features flat blades suitable 
for low consumption (decaf, single-origin coffee).
A surprisingly quiet espresso bean grinder and perfect for 
small spaces thanks to its short hopper. 

The Mazzer Mini is the ideal choice for the small restaurant, 
sophisticated office, or espresso enthusiast's home.
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TECHNICAL DATA

64 MM  Commercial Grade Steel Burrs
The Mazzer Mini features heavy-duty burr grinding 
wheels to crush the large quantities of coffee 
quicker while imparting very little heat to the freshly 
ground coffee. The cutting wheel is 64 mm in 
diameter and uses high-grade tempered steel for 
long life.

Width x Depth x Height (mm) 
Technical Information
Dimensions:       
Weight (lbs) 
Voltage /RPM  

 

168 x 340 x 420
22
1.6 
250

110-120V~60Hz (1ph)

  
Features
Output g/s
Hopper capacity (lbs)                
Diameter burrs (mm)
Grind Speed (RPM)

   

17/14.2
1.3
58

1400

MINI ELECTRONIC A

Precise Programable Dosing 
The Mazzer Mini E has 2 user programable dose 
settings with 0.05 second intervals for a perfect shot 
every time. 

Manual Dosing
If you prefer more control, there is a manual override 
button to dose the shot by hand. 

Stepless Adjustment 
With no notches or indents, the Mazzer Mini can be 
set to any possible grind setting to ensure your grind 
is perfectly paired to your machine.

Universal Hands-free, On-Demand 
Dosing- 
With a full size portafilter holder, the Mazzer Mini can 
accommodate nearly any portafilter and doesn't require 
any screws or fiddly adjustment mechanisms seen on 
most other hands free portafilter holders.  

Motor Power (w)
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